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ENVIRONMENTAL EMPHASIS URGED, INCLUDING NEW

ROLE FOR COMP CENTERS; NCAB UNENTHUSIASTIC

The National Cancer Advisory Board's Subcommittee on Environ-
mental Carcinogenesis submitted significant and, in some cases, ex-
tremely controversial recommendations to the Board this week, but
they failed to generate much enthusiasm or even any negative response .
The subcommittee, chaired by Philippe Shubik, made the point when

(Continued to page 2)

In Brief

FIRST CREG ANNOUNCEMENT DUE IN LATE APRIL
FOR IN VITRO CARCINOGEN TEST IMPROVEMENTS
FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT of a Cancer Research Emphasis Grant

program will be out late in April . NCI will ask investigators to develop
proposals for developing new or improved methods of in vitro chemical
carcinogen testing . First awards are probably a full year away, however .
"I was surprised by the length of time we were asked to allow for de-
velopment ot'proposals," said Umberto Saffiotti, associate director for
carcinogenesis in NCI's Div. of Cause & Prevention. After guidelines
are announced, investigators will have six months to submit proposals .
Study section review probably will go on through January, with final
review by the National Cancer Advisory Board not possible until the
Board's meeting next March. From program inception to award,
CRFG's elapsed time will be the longest of any NCI funding mechanism .
CREG was drawn up by NCI to channel some projects away from con-
tracts into grant programs . . . . ERWIN VOLLMER has retired as chief
of the breast cancer program coordinating branch in the Div . of Biology
& Diagnosis . He joined NCI in 1956, was executive secretary of the
breast cancer task force since it was established in 1900. D . Jane Taylor
is acting chief of the branch . . . . RONALD HERBERMAN, who has
headed the cellular & tumor immunology section, has been appointed
acting chief of the new laboratory of immunodiagnosis in the B & 1)
division . . . . NORTON NELSON, director of NYU's Institute of En-
vironmental Medicine, is one who does not agree with the NCI execu-
tive who says prime contractors can run some programs better than the
government (The Cancer Letter, March 14) . Nelson told the NCAB
Subcommittee on Environmental Carcinogenesis that delegating respon-
sibility to a prime contractor was an "abdication" of that responsibility
by NCI . Further, he refuses to participate in a program controlled by a
prime contractor because it is "demeaning" not being able to work dir-
ectly with NCI staff. . . . BENNO SCHMIDT will be reappointed to the
President's Cancer Panel and continue as chairman . He met with the
President this week. . . . CONSTRUCTION funds for Einstein's cancer
center will be released by OMB, backing down a little in its refusal to
fund new construction . OMB still insists it won't release money for
other new construction, contrary to Congress' orders .
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Shubik placed the task of encouraging compre-
hensive centers to establish strong prevention pro-
;aranis at the top of the subcommittee's list of recom-
n 1~ idations. "We must point out to the board that
,C.re giving all this money to comprehensive centers
(vetch pay no attention to prevention . They maintain
records in such a thoughtless manner that they can't
fee used by epidemiologists . . . . The potential to get
something out of them is so great because they are
doing so little ."

Former NCAB . member Arnold Brown, a consult-
,,ill to the subcommittee, suggested that the recotn-
inencfation should include explicit statements on
~vltat comprehensive centers would be expected to do
use ol'standard patient history forms, training on

risk factors, epidemiology, basic studies on carcino-
genesis mechanisms .

It was Brown who said N('1 should force centers
to become more involved in preventive oncology . "If
John Yarbro (director of the centers program) insists
that progress reports include prevention data, they'll
,oon get the message . NCI has to direct study sections
to ask these questions . Prevention must become parl
01' comprehensive centers."

The subcommittee agreed that its most important
job was to convince NCAB members of the import-
elnce of prevention .
"They need to get religion," Nelson said . "Once

they have the true faith, then we can get clown to the
specific missionary projects ."

Cs obvious that more evangelical work is needed
it die subcommittee's views are to prevail .

TOXIC SUBSTANCES ACT WOULD BROADEN
GOVT. POWER TO BAN CARCINOGENS

NCI's role as the only government agency Con-
ducting chemical carcinogenic tests on a systematic
basis would change it' Congress passes tile Toxic Still-
stances Control Act .

This measure (S.770), introduced by Sell . John
I'ttnney ( I)-Calif. ) . would give the Environmental
Protection Agency authority to require testing of
suspected chemical substances, regulate their distrib
ution and use and withhold them from distribution
when (lie EPA administrator has reason to believe
they would be a health threat .
The act would give EPA the power to ban or limit

use of a chemical even without definitive data prov-
ing its carcinogenicity . Present law prohibits such
regulation in the absence of scientific evidence that
a substance can cause cancer in animals.

Language in the bill reads, "if warranted by data
available to him, or hv fife ahscnce of data, the EPA
administrator may proposal a rule" limiting manu-
~cture or distribution .
Testing (and the expense thereof) would be the

responsibility of those who manufacture, import or
process the chemicals .

The act would not be applicable to drugs, which
are the regulatory responsibility of the Food & Drug
Administration .

NCI tests from 150 to ?00 chemicals a year in the
bioassay program operated largely through a prime
contractor, Tracor Jitco. Umberto Saffiotti, associate
director'for carcinogenesis in the Div. of Cause &
Prevention, told the Subcommittee on Environment-
al Carcinogenesis that "a substantial number" of'
carcinogenic substances has been identified in the
program. NCI follows up by notifying the appropri-
ate federal agencies of the results.

NCI spends S35 million a year on the Carcinogen-
esis program and has been criticized for not spending
more . A1 a hearing on his bill, Tunney asked NUI
Director Frank Rauscher wily the budget did not re-
flect the importance of Carcinogenesis studies, refer-
ring to a newspaper account that charged NCI was
spending only 10';, , of its funds for such work.

Rauscher commented that the 10'.i figure was not
accurate and that a variety of projects funded by
gnints and in file cancer control program fell into
that category . Rauscher offered to provide 'l unney
with a list of , those projects, and NCI staff is now
comhing the files for apl_)lir.IMC grants and contracts .

Members of the Subcommittee on 1-:1101onmental
Carcinogenesis tilt NCI s1tould not heconle a "nation-
al testing agency" whatever the fate of"I'unney's bill .
Nor should it assume a regulatory function .

NCI's role should Ile a scientific one, the suh-
Committee agreed . It could monitor the quality of"
tests performed by other agencies or non-government
organizations ; coordinate (lie work of others, to help
avoid duplication ; should provide a "resource of file
tnind," Nelson commented ; should have a strong role
in the selection of chemicals to he tested and hr<it0-
cols to be used, subcommittee consultant Arthur
McGee said, and should emphasize hasic research and
development of' new test systems, Weinstein said .

"But we should always keep file option open for
NCI to step in holdly when regulatory agencies may
be too embarrassed to act," Nelson insisted .
The Tunney bill is given a better than even chance

of making it through Congress this year or next, al-
though possibly with some modifications . EPA Ad-
ministrator Russell Train told Tunney that the Ad-
ministration generally supports the bill, except for
the provision that would require Se tittle confirma-
tion for an assistant administrator for toxic sub-
stance to be appointed by the President . The Ad-
ministration also objects to the requirement that the
budget for the program would be submitted by EPA
directly to Congress at the same time it goes to the
White House.
Tunney said lie hopes to get the bill to the Senate

floor within two weeks. The measure has not even
started through the House, however. Paul Rogers,
chairman of the House Health Subcommittee, un-
doubtedly will want to hold hearings on it .
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BOARD, SCHMIDT CRITICIZE THE CRITICS
FOR "IRRESPONSIBLE" ATTACKS ON NCP
Concern over the various expressions of criticism

aimed at the National Cancer Program continue to
occupy the attention of the National Cancer Advisory
Board.

At the meeting this week, Board member Harold
Amos, of Harvard, said he was worried that NCI was
not doing an effective job of taking its story to the
public . He questioned statistics used by writer Daniel
Greenberg and his former colleague on the Board,
James Watson, in attacks on the program (see follow-
ing article by NCI Director Frank Rauscher) .
Amos suggested that "we should find statisticians

who don't have so many opinions" to develop data
on survival rates .
"What we need is a statistician with imagination,"

Board Chairman Jonathan Rhoads commented .
Benno Schmidt, chairman of tile President's Cancer

Panel and a fre(Iuetlt antagonist of Watson when tile
Nobel Prize winner was on the Board, responded to
news dispatches that (tooted Watson as saying the
cancer program was a "sham."

"I'm quite certain that the word Jim used wasn't
'sham'," Schmidt said . "We frequently heard him use
another word, right here at this table, which he
seemed to find more joyous .
"No one 1 know of, least of all Jim Watson, ever

said that a cancer program commenced in 1972 was
going to manifest itself in reduced death rates by
1975 . For a scientist of Jim's caliber to make such a
statement is evidence enough that he's engaging in
demagoguery, and no amount of data will cure that .

"It is the knowledgeable scientists who are dis-
satisfied because certain things are not being done
tile way they want it done. It is members of the sci-
entific community who are worried about us mis-
leading Congress . Tile prohlem comes from people
in our own ranks, who have been generously sup-
ported by us, and who have been listened to."

"And who don't know anything about clinical
cancer," interjected Lee Clark, panel member and
president of tile Univ . of Texas System Cancer
Center .

Board member Mary Lasker noted that progress
made in treating childhood leukemia, Hodgkin's
disease and Wilm's tumor is only now beginning to
show up in national statistics . "We should publicize
that," she said .

	

,
"Just what I was trying to say," Amos added .
Board member Denman Hammond agreed with

Amos, that a systematic, regular effort to reach the
public with the facts of the cancer program was
needed to offset the criticism .

Board member Edward Burger said it was inevitable
that expectations of early results would follow adop-
tion of the cancer act, and that criticism of the pro-
gram would ensure . "Greenberg's article was ex-
pected, but it was irresponsible," Burger said .
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RAUSCHER RESPONDS TO CANCER PROGRAM

CRITICISM BASED ON SURVIVAL FIGURES

NCI Director Frank Rauscher, pointing out that
survival figures from the mid-1960s "obviously cannot
be used to evaluate a program which became opera-
tional eight years later," has drafted a response to
criticism of the National Cancer Program by science
writer Daniel Greenberg .

Rauscher's article was inserted into the Congres-
sional Record by Sen . Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.) .

Rauscher's article follows in full :
THE NATIONAL CANCER PROGRAM : NOW THE GOOD NEWS

A recent article in the Washington Post entitled "Cancer : Now tile
Bad News :" which has appeared in Science and Government Report
and the Columbia Journalism Review requires comment because it
completely disregards the major accomplishments of tile National
Cancer Program.

The central theme of the article, by Mr . D<rniel S. Greenberg, is th,1t
because 5-year survival figures published by NCI on patients who weir .
treated from 1964 to 1969 showed only slight improvement in survival
from many cornmon forms of c;incer, therefore, the National Cancer
Program (NCP) enacted by Congress in 1911 was rn,rking little progmr.

The fact is that increased funding for the N(:P did [lot Irecorne
available until 1912 and in 1973 tho now NCI Cancer Control Progr,nn
began its first year of operations designed to "',In+ed the application of

the latest research results for the tteriefit of l,eople . The full impact of

this Congressionally mandated control progr:un will not be felt for sev
eral years because it takes time to (let tile latest diagnostic and treatnucni
methods into community practice where they may be applied for the
benefit of all patients . It takes even longer to get knowledge about
cancer prevention translated into public action . The Suregon Gener,il'
Report identifying cigarette smoking as the major cause of lung can, er
was published 1 1 years ago, yet lung cancer is now it epidemic prupur
tions.

While Mr . Greenberg is correct in stating that survival from major
forms of cancer did not improve dramatically hetween 1964 and 1f10t,
obviously this cannot be used to evaluate r program which became
operational 8 years later . Significant advance were, in fact, made in ill, ,
1960s and additional advances have been mode since, establishment crt

	

-
the national program.

Before discussing these advances, it is useful to examine the corn r " Io
tual basis which is tile foundation of our scientific effort to redru e out
eventually eliminate deaths from cancer . The NCP plan, developed Icy

more than 250 leading scientists aiid clinicians (most of them fare) , I,,
side the Federal Government) recognised that to reduce c;rncer rncn t .sl-
ty requires five things :

l . Finding causes in order to prevent the disease .
2. Early dectection and diagnosis because early disease is rno,,t

cessfully treatable .
3. Better treatment for early disease, since not all early disease is

cured and too many patients go on to develop advanced disease.
4. Better treatment for advanced disease because people most otter

die of advanced disease.
5. Application of research findings for the benefit of people .
The research and outreach thrusts of the NCPare directed to ill to�

of these necessary objectives : Uncovering the causes of the more Ill I] ,
100 forms of cancer will lead to prevention . Our progrartcs in viral r .u :
ation, chemical carcinogenesis and epidemiology all search for cancer
causes . We can take credit for having developed the sophisticated sch-1'

ific techniques necessary to elucidate the role of viruses in human
cancer and we can take credit for having recently isolated the stremge,t
candidate to date for a human cancer virus. We have been able to ideo!
fy chemicals and industrial pollutants that cause cancer and in some
cases we have-succeeded in identifying persons at high risk for devehw
ing cancer .

Some events are beyond our control or knowledge such as the sharp
decline in the U .S. in the incidence of stomach cancer . We do not krn~cv
why this is and we take no credit for it . A similar decline in the inci-
dence and deaths due to cervical cancer can be largely credited to tin
development and application of better diagnostic methods.

Mr . Greenberg makes one reference to the fact that survival rates
are not the only criteria for evaluating research in a field as complex rti
cancer, and the trend in cervical cancer is an excellent example of this .
Survival had not improved in the 1969 figures because only women
with more advanced disease were included . Those women with early



Frnlflc lesions, which would develop into widespread disease, were not
I :i(fed in the cervical cancer statistics . If they had been, survival .

, , al,f have shown a dramatic statistical improvement. This is just one
~ " , "" gile of how prevention, which is the best form of treatment, can be

" ly effective, yet the casual reader of survival statistics will conclude
here has been no progress .

I~, the area of early detection and diagnosis, NCI and the American
, " :,, " r Society are nowsupporting 27 diagnostic centers to apply the

" , f,r'1(lue, of early diagnosis that reduced breast cancer mortality by
I(r .,arnonq women screened by the Health Insurance Plan of New

. Approximately 260,000 women will be screened annually and
lvedicl that this will yield it substantial saving iri lives_a1her projects;

1 .n ly diagnosis are under way for cervical and turn( cancer .
I a-velopnienls in early treatment include a report in recent months

,~ idding a single chernical to the surgi(;,I1 treat rnent of breast cancer
,,11bstanlially reduced recurrence of the disease.
"since advanced disease is the form of cancer that usually kills, it has

I " ~, the focus of much of the research on trealrrtent . In the last 15 to
I y,-ars we have developed form serf systemic treatment that could he

,glues] to patients with early cancer . These systemic ; treatments have
" " ,-ii develop(xi with advanced cancers such as the leukemia!; and lyre
pt-m,Is, which are usually widespread when discovered . Now that
",If irtg these disseminated diseases has been successful, we know that
II,r ',,title principles should be applicable both to other advanced cancer
,I,(1 II, early cancers. Thus early and advanced breast cancer, and all

51u of ovarian cancer are now being treated with good results by the
hniquer; that were developed over the years with Icukernia and lyre

Today, the successful less disliguring treatment of cancer is also
.'ti,llm I pOssihility.

I I"wever, bclcre twt wr measures for prevenliolt, di,eptosis ifit(]
T', .Itrr1(!IIJ cant are reflected in reduced mortality statistics, rw;each find
, ,,1 . must become common knowledge arnong forth practicing lrlly',t( i

.,11Id Ilte people . This is the mand,ite of the Cancer COrtlrol I'follr .utt .
l lw concept of ]it( lime is an important but poorly understo(xI its,

I,"

	

1 IrI rnexfical research . Perhaps this is because, the American people
I,.Ive grown accustomed to rapid accomplishments such as the proof, In
I IA two months of a surnmer in the early 1950s, that an effective polio
. n ( me was at hand . The scientific research teadl-rtq up to these dramatic

:�it ,; required many years. 19(19 survival figures cannot measure pro:rg-
In tho 1970s, but it is probably less obvious that they :its ) barely

' ;- , t I files effects of successful research programs

	

for example in the
arxd 1964 . Itnkrmi,m and lymphorrlns-that were' Introduced fit 1963
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Improved survival fur s

	

~cific :'Iancdot)telv take several
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ttl years for I
-nc, " r sites, to be reflected in overall (or national) figures . For example,
I , , test the effect of new treatment methods (such as new surclicaI tech
~,Iques, new types of radiation, new chemotherapeutic a(lents, or to
"Itthenation of these) usually takes a rnininturn of 3 to !) veal s or more .

htitial studies must if(! done on small numbers of individuals at selected
IIr,IIlutions with particular expertise. After a new treatment has been
-v-iluated, ttte next step requiresdiss("rnircitiort of Itte new inforrrullioll
"Id the adoption of the new nIVIhOds by the rnedWal profession for
.11,I)II('1lioll to the population al large.

l Iws, new tre1trnertl Methods necess,uily require 10 )1 n1(vf " Veal!,
he reflected In overall survival figures . The fact that end ie till f rluies

1,1 not reflect what we know can he accomplished flow at centers with
,luv i,tl expertise III a given disease is all the snore reason for f sustained

I .atioo al effort . (Jntil passage of the National Cancer Aca of 1971 it
it

NCI half no mandate or specific tending for the translation of research
w".ulls into widespread application Cancer Control. Because of Con
~uessional and Executive Branch iniliativm the NCI now tuns; it Cancer
Cmitrol Program, but it is oiily fit its second year of operation . Thrruglt
,I wide variety of agencies ant] voluntary orgarli/al ions, it is setting kill

wograrras specifically designed to convert new research findings into
widespread application as quickly as possible .

One example of our optimism both for new treatments that have
Iteen developed and for the human impact we cart expect by applying
Iftose, is the 100% improvement in 50year disease free survival horn all
thins of childhood cancer treated since 1967 at M.D. Anderson Hospi-
I:il and Turnor Institute, Houston, Texas.

In 1967 the number of children surviving five years WI1hOUI disease
was, 25%, but by 1972 it was 50%. Obviously one of our goals is to save
,ill of the roughly 7000 new cases of cancer which occur annually in the
I).S. fit children under the age of 15 . However, saving 3500 children for
!1 years is tare equivalent of saving 17,500 years of life annually arid
175,000 years of life per dect :de.

Unfol tunately, all of these children will not live to be 75, but if
they did (and it their average: age at treatment was 5 years) we wouldI

	

he preserving 245,000 years of life annually or 2,4W,000 years of life
I

	

�ver a detiitde . No one can responsibly dismiss savings of this human

magnitude as statistically insignificant . Getting these improved treat-
ments out to the American people, their doctors and community
hospitals is a major goal of the Cancer Control Program.

Recent studies have also shown that 80% 2-year disease free survival
from osteogenic sarcoma can now be achieved compared to 20% a few
years ago. These 2-year data are encouraging because the disease was
nearly always lethal within that time period .

Breast cancer is a major killer in which important progress has been
made since the beginning of the NCP. Preliminary 2 year results indicate
that it single drug (L-PAM) substantially reduces recurrences of disease
and there are similar encouraging results ill curnhrction chemotherapy
of ixlvancwf hreast cancer . If these; preliminary tren(k, are SUsldinP(I
over a 5-,ear period the toll from this disease should be substarl11,111y
wdUCExd, Breast cancer is an Instructive example of flow therapeotic
principle; we have developed with less conirnort advaficed dlsf';Is( " call
he applied to major camre "r killers .

The ability to ( .are and control 1(l cancer,, has he'll dev'Jofr, "d .irh ( "
1060 . EVeft though these " r,uWers accouru 1(111 (filly 8% of all I "III, v " r
deaths per year fit this country, lht~se ( :,in( ers are ge oerally lul,lo(1(( ally
virulc" rit and frequorflly (x :(ur fit young people Iaosiriq I gre.It crrnotion
al and econurnit. mllr,u I and is slacglerIntl IIf :, ", fit years off Itte " . f of
example, leukemia and Iyrnplhrrna

	

tie oft( "n reffered !or a " ; titn:(Nnnuu,
types of cancer, h(rwevcr, toile tlicr in mile; they account for 36(1,1 )/6,
WO person years; of life lost . T ttis is more (hart ball of tfn " lo-,-, I iius,Hf
by lung cancer, which is the leading killer of trial(!!; . Leukerni,i, which
accounts for one-sixth as many deaths its lung cancer in melt, account- 1
for almost half ifs many work-years; lost as lung c,ineer and I-, Ihe " se( (,fall
ranking c,nisf " of work years lost for both ruen :etd WOrnen .

Thus, IIte ability to cur( , or eontrol if-s% cornrnoo (,rru ('1' . may In " f .n
Inure irnpor 1 .1111 111.111 in, I(J("rt( e tiqurec, slglger,t . III 1960 so1 VIV.JI IrOril
a( tilt- I hildhood lyrilplur( ylil leukemia vv,c rrneI " ;Ir,v1 III rr1ofiltr. III(]
Ic1 ; " Ih ;ul 1(1"" off patle(II', with ,I(ivul( :eef Ffinlgp

	

lynlldh(Ili,I slatVIV"I
1(11 !r yeti" on nnre " , ,1r0 I .-W if arty (,I talon were ( tiled,1("Iay, !r yt ",If
survivals without dlse,aw arc reported fill hl'! ;, 1it (I111dreii with I hr .
form Of a(Ine lestkenn,t at certain (e)it ", "--,, altd al ot1Icr ( enter ", !, yt " .51
survival fr(rrnadv,incexl HodgkIn',,dlsesce " Itx ; in(rew,,xl to appoxi
futilely 70'1;, . A substant1,11 twf(entage of the;v lr,itieot " ; all , teuf(nahlelly
curtxd,

The key point for Ire rn,ide here Is th.11 the"' , f " x,unplt°, .aid iflvy ,I?,-
only .t few of nt,ety

	

ill(e;Irate flow we have hoilt a sI if " ritlfe h.ISe wllli
certain advaneexl cancers will( It enoble"; it,. flow I() devclop 1114 ", tlvt "
combined ttwrapifx; for many other c,n1(er " ,, loth airly ,11141 adv,II(I Ill.

(( 1We tt.ave Icrf1u rc "((x1nI nrd that Is fur 19!i( ,IrvIVaI Irtr(II ( Ir '

	

II .I " ." h WI
((nitI-hued to show .a Flow 1)(11 steady lr

	

nIte(iv
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.eIteIII .

	

- I fit-

	

reor.r "Ii

	

" 11,11 "
molt Ifes "I1 as dr ;u :Iafic a "; increases betwo"Il 1(14(1 ,aril 19(1(1, hot w( .
Ictvc flow hilt .a rational sei(etfitr( 6,!,o w1m It will e " xtal art 1 " 1I(nnIOIr,
inip,IC 1 (art the cancer prohlern Over 11u" next dvo,ide. T III', v, pare " . r,I " ly.
flu' rei.Ort why we ;Ill . con(lu,:tinq ' I hro:uI ba ",i'd pogr "un to IngnOv, "
off the four ways of redo(irtq 1 .511(('1 rnen lalily, whi, It ales preve " rlli(rf',
vat ly dolt- IIoll and ,lid i11yaOvlrl Ire.Itnu~(I1 " ~ 1(11 e " .I,1y ,11u1
,hdvIm ('(I di "wasc . lh(r apple " Iti(rl )l Inrr .Ov.1rh' "s if) ,all lane of IItI "" ,, "
,rest: tleough Itte Cancer Control Pr(ulr,iltt wll laav" ,I rn,Ii(u Ialtlt.f( I
vol III(' ye'll!"

II should he noted llt.t (runt

	

ItfSll to 19691fit(vi

	

nntrt'allly III Ill "
U.S . has decreased for wunienan(1 Iru:rescasd for unit . If c,Imcrs+c,"aroi
ated with smoking are rerrIOvel Irom ales overall statistic;, cancer nhrr
fillity has also decreased for nehl . Of 19 rrialor Corms of ( - ,ant ('r reported
in the recently published HL Wdo(unu " rtt, "Caroler Haters alrxl fiir;ks, �
only three cancers--stomach, Uterine cervix and pancreas !,how fit)
unproveneat in tftrecyear survival after diagnosis and the fit( id( "nce I ,,
declining for two of these cancers, slornach and uterilhe cervix .

Finally, it is well to fene-nther that almost Ii,Ilf off Ifiec,III( er patients
diagnosed fit 15)75 will riot die of cancer and al least 3 million Amor i(-
arts who have had canon are alive today.

SOLE SOURCE NEGOTIATIONS

Proposals listed here are for information purposes
only . RFPS' are not arailahle.

Title :

	

Administration and technical support serv-
ices .

Contractor : AlltOlllatiOll Industries, Inc.

Title :

	

The 14th Annual Conference on Detection
and Treatment of Early Breast Cancer

Contractor :

	

American College of Radiology, Chi-
cago .



RFPs AVAILABLE
Requests for proposal described here pertain to con-
tracts plannedfor award by the National Cancer Insti-
tute, unless otherwise noted. Write to the Contracting
Officer or Contract Specialist for copies of the RFP.
Some listings will show the phone number of the
Contract Specialist, who will respond to questions
about the RFP. Contract Sections for the Cause &
Prevention and Biology & Diagnosis Divisions are
located at: NCI, Landow Bldg. NIH, Bethesda, Md.
20014; for the Treatment and Control Divisions at
NCI, Blair Bldg., 8300 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring,
Md. 20910. All requests for copies of RFPs should
cite the RFP number. The deadline date shown for
each listing is the final day for receipt of the com-
pleted proposal unless otherwise indicated.

RFP N01-CP-55680-69
Title:

	

h'easihility study to define the modalities fur
a state of the art survey in diet, nutrition and
cancer

Deadline :

	

April 28
The diet, nutrition and cancer program of NCI

sponsors research and collects information on the
role of diet and nutrition in the etiology of cancer,
including determinants of susceptibility or resistance,
and in the role of nutrition in the treatment, long-
term management and rehabilitation of the cancer
patient. The program also disseminates diet and
nutrition information relative to the prevention,
treatment, long-term management and rehabilitation
of the cancer patient . The research efforts of this
program are conducted by interested segments of the
scientific community tinder either grant or contract
funding.
NCI wishes to perform a feasibility study, the re-

sults of which will be later applied in determining the
workscope of a future RFP to conduct a critical re-
view of the current knowledge in the various relation-
ships of diet and nutrition and cancer in establishing
a continuing surveillance service of emerging scientific
literature .

The contractor, under the direction of the NCI
project officer and with the assistance of qualified
consultants, will provide :

1 .

	

Definition of scientific literature sources in
diet, nutrition and cancer .

	

,
2.

	

Definition of a suitable classification of scient-
ific publications to cover the etiologic, therapeutic
and rehabilitation aspects of diet, nutrition and
cancer.
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3 . Definition of criteria for determining the t

mal depth of search in different areas of this lit
ture review.
4. Definition of criteria for determining the relia-

bility of individual research papers . This criteria
should qualify a given work solely on the adequate-
ness of experimental design, of materials and methods
and of statistical evaluations.

5 . Definition of criteria for condensation of infor-
mation and format of annotated summary of current
knowledge .
Upon completion of this task the contractor will

submit a report indicating the definitions above, plus
a critical analysis of costs and benefits expected in
conducting the actual literature survey at different
depths of detail . Submission of three or more options
is expected.

It is expected that this project can be completed
within 120 days after execution of the contract docu-
ment . The contractor performing this feasibility
study will be allowed to bid on an eventual future
REP for conducting the actual survey of scientific
literature in diet, nutrition and cancer.
The approximate manpower requirements for

this project are :

(a) Eight man months of professional time . Per-
sonnel qualifications will include relevant techno-
logical background and experience in this type of
activity, and possibly an educational or experience
background in nutrition and cancer ; not necessarily
at the doctoral level.

(b) Four man months of secretarial talent .
(c) Approximately 400 hours of expert consult-

ants with relevant professional background in nutri-
tion and cancer at the experimental and clinical Ievrk
Selection of consultants will be made with the advicr
of NCI .
Contract Specialist : Linda Waring

Cause & Prevention
301-496-6361
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Title :

	

Breast cancer detection demonstration projCL t
Contractor : Duke Univ ., $176,667 .
Title :

	

Expansion of South Dakota cervical cancer
screening program

Contractor :

	

South Dakota Dept . of Health, $93,_'7
Title:

	

Demonstration of cancer rehabilitation facilr
ties and/or departments

Contractor : Memorial Hospital, NYC, $452,2_'2 .


